
The Basque Country Competitiveness Conference will be held on the 1st July, which
will include the presentation of the "2015 Basque Country Competitiveness Report.
Productive Transformation in Practice". The work includes a detailed view of the
socio-economic outlook of the territory and analyses the application of policies for
strengthening competitive behaviour and fostering productive transformation.
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Highlights from our
SOCIAL NETWORKS

Hoy celebramos el 2.Taller
#InnovaciónOrganizativa y
#TransformaciónProductiva...
#MarijoseAranguren
@euskadi_irratia @faktoria
programan EAEko hazkunde
ekonomikoa eta CSIC-en
krisiaren mapa
Gaur @orkestra #zubigintza
@GipuzkoaSarean #EAM
lurralde garapenaren
etorkizuneko hausnarketan
#gipuzkoa @GFA_berri
Discussant for this session is
@jamierwilson, who is telling
#regeconomics about his
experience in the Basque
country
Mari Jose Aranguren
Orkestrako zuzendari
nagusiak, Arantxa Tapiarekin
Bilbao Next Lab en un taller
organizado por la German
Marshall Fund
Algunas fotos de la jornada
sobre la 
#ReformaEnergéticaMéxico

  Interaction
Orkestra celebrates the Oil
& Gas seminar
The Seminar examined the reality of the
state of adquisitions of goods and services
in the oil and gas supply chain,
considering technical and engineering
aspects to thus know the opportunities
that could arise, including the
infrastructures and operation of domestic
resources.

Crecer+ enters into various
collaboration agreements
with other institutions to
make available and drive
forward new entrepreneurial
projects
The 12th BAC+ Investment Forum, in
which four new projects with a high
potential for growth were presented, was
held on 12 March.

Una aproximación a la
dimensión social del
desarrollo territorial

 Leer más
Clústeres y desarrollo:
cuando el ingrediente
secreto es el CÓMO

 Leer más

Convirtiendo lo social en
ventaja competitiva



 Read More

 Read More

  Investigation
Territorial Development and
Action Research.
Innovation through
Dialogue
This book is for all those researchers who
are keen to play a role change in territorial
development…

 Read More

Strategies for Shaping
Territorial Competitiveness
On the challenges that cities, regions and
other areas face when designing and
implementing strategies for economic
development and competitiveness.

 Read more

  Instruction
Delegation from the Maule
region (Chile) on a study
trip
The objective was to become familiar with
development, governance and
management of development plans and
smart specialisation strategies.

 Read More

Orkestra assumes
leadership in the Master’s
in Competitiveness and
Innovation
From September onwards, Orkestra will be
leading the Master’s Degree in
Competitiveness and Innovation, which
until now has been run by the University of
Deusto. The two institutions have created
closer ties in order to drive forward this
programme which focusses on providing
matters for reflection and improvement
with respect to territorial competitiveness.

 Read More

 Leer más

UPCOMING EVENTS AND
ACTIVITIES
1st July Basque Country
Competitiveness Conference
- Kursaal - Donostia San
Sebastian
7th & 8th October Electrical
Networks: Technologies,
Competitiveness and
Business Models. XIV
International Electrical
Equipment Conference.
JIEEC

Publications

Photo gallery
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